Cili Bao® *Rosa Roxburghii* Tratt fruit extracts (also known as Cili Bao® Fruit Crystals) contain 174 naturally occurring nutrients, including an abundance of essential amino acids. Superoxide dismutase, vitamin C and polyphenols work together to improve capillary health and the condition of the skin, joints and tendons. The antioxidants are the most advanced available today. *Rosa Roxburghii* helps in detoxification and restoration of the liver, colon, kidney, lungs and skin, supports healthy cardiovascular function and reduces the risk of heart attacks and stroke. It also increases the body’s own antioxidant capacity, enhances both healthy and deficient immune systems, improves bone mass, helps control cholesterol and supports the digestive tract.

**Combined with**
- Organically grown Herbs
- Cili Bao® Pure Fruit Elixirs
- &
- Cili Bao® Wheat and Gluten Free meals

Manufactured and Distributed by:

**Cili Health S.A (Pty) Ltd.**
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Postal Address: P.O Box 69956, Bryanston, 2021
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Program Application and Method of Action of each individual product

Cili Bao® Pure Fruit Elixir – Liquid Extracts

- The world’s most powerful detoxifier, Excretion organ restorer, Antioxidant, cell rejuvenator & anti-ageing Superfood.
- Restore a vibrant nutritional foundation supported by 174 natural occurring nutrients. i.e. Vitamin C requires vitamin D, Bioflavonoids, Iron, copper and zinc for effective assimilation and absorption.
- The Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir is today used by various metabolic institutes and facilities internationally for metabolic analysis and recovery of the liver.
- The Product is packaged in four variants: Method of Action remain the same for all variants

**Cili Bao® Pure Fruit Elixir:**

1. **(1) Restore Formula** – 200ml – 60% active Ingredient, 40% organic honeys.
2. **(2) Restore Formula** – 500ml – 60% active Ingredient, 40% organic sugar, high in molasses.
   - Recommended to be taken by individuals who have recorded normal or low blood pressure
3. **(3) Critical Care Formula** - 500ml – 60% active Ingredient, 40% organic sugar high in molasses.
   - Enriched with natural Bioflavonoid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an antiradical scavenger. The
     Polyphenolic components are Monomeric Flavonoids (Catechin; Gallo-catechin) 7.9g per 100g extract and Pro-anthocyanidins
     (Anthocyanins – Delfinidin, Robinetidin and Fisetidin) 38.8g per 100g extract;
   - Recommended to be taken by individuals with normal blood pressure or who suffer from high blood pressure;
   - Enriched with 1g Glucosamine per serving;
   - Enriched with 1g Methyl Sulfonyl Methane (MSM) per Serving
   - Enrich with Cystine known to regulate lung function and increase Glutathione.

**Symbiotic activity:** Cili Bao® increases antioxidant capacity and glutathione ratios (GSH & GSSG), the body’s most powerful antioxidant, your cells’ own natural protector and most potent detoxifier. Cili Bao® has been demonstrated to enhance both healthy and deficient immune systems, and is validated as an effective nutritional supplement by the medical community for a number of years as opportunistic diseases set in if the liver is not able to be detoxified and restored to its normal functionality. Using the active ingredients from day one of administering ARV treatment such opportunistic diseases will be prevented

**The Active ingredient offers high levels of Superoxide Dismutase the body’s anti-ageing food support.** The Superoxide Dismutase has been clinically proven not to be devastated by the stomach acids.

**Preventative:** Detoxification of the cell structure; Aids as adjunc during Osteoporosis treatment – improved bone mass; Cholesterol Management; Liver detoxification and function restore; Anorexia, Malnutrition, Arterial support, Digestive tract support including Candida an Leaky gut deficiencies.

**Method of action:** - Mitochondria Related Pathology –

- Most Advanced form of Antioxidant – 174 nutrients including a full compliment of Glyco nutrients supported by an extended range of polysaccharides, the cell cytoplasm, nucleus and mitochondria’s nutritional foundation.
- Considerable increase in plasma Antioxidant capacity and Glutathione (GSH: GSSG) ratios.
- Non Toxic
- Promotes Detoxification – (At Cellular level)
- Non Carcinogenic - (Does not cause cancer)
- Non mutagenicity - (Will not cause Cell Mutation)
- Possesses Anti mutagenic properties (Stop Cell mutation)
- Increases liver cell viability by 284% under toxic conditions
- Eliminate DNA oxidation (Main cause of i.e. Cancer, Aids, arteriosclerosis)
- Eliminate protein peroxidation
- Eliminate lipid peroxidation
- Normalises the Redox status
- Normalise the cell energy cycle ATP to ADP and the recycling of ADP to ATP cycle
- Stop enforced Cell Apoptosis
- Method of Action – Peak Performance products enriched with Bioflavonoid rich plant extract
  - Anti-radical activity
  - Anti-oxidant activity
  - Advanced vitamin sparing effect
  - Scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals.
  - Increase Alpha-tocopherol in the liver, and increase retinol.
  - The radical scavenging effect on DPPH radicals indicates the ability to scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals

**Clinically proven,** Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir (60% active) Cili Bao Pure Fruit Pulp – (100% active) and the Antioxidant Formulas (14.63% active) supply the body with the missing ingredients that allow it to fight its own battles.
Program Application and Method of Action of each individual product

Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir – Capsule

Cili Bao™ Antioxidant and Cell Rejuvenation Formula contain:

- Cili Bao Rosa Roxburghii Fruit crystals powder, 66% active material, offering twice the concentrated power of the Pure Fruit Elixir.
- Cili Bao® Green Gem Chlorella Cell Growth Factor (CGF), a unique chemical complex believed to be the core of the product’s healing properties. CGF comprises peptides, proteins, the nucleic acids (RNA and DNA), polysaccharides, beta glucans, sulphur and manganese. It promotes growth without adverse effects, stimulates tissue repair, protects cells against toxic substances, promotes the growth of beneficial bacteria in the colon, and increases energy levels.
- Cili Bao® Bioflavonoidal rich plant extracts promote anti-radical and anti-oxidant activity, scavenge and eliminate pre-existing free radicals, increase alpha-tocopherol in the liver, and increase retinol.
- Fulvic acid, known as ‘nature’s miracle molecule’, promotes antiviral, antibacterial, antifungal and anti-inflammatory activity.
- Goyi berry, which enhances the immune system and protects against viral infections. Goyi berry may also inhibit tumour growth and help prevent cancer, help normalise blood pressure, cholesterol and blood lipids, and balance blood sugar levels.

This product overview should be read in support of the product information and method of action as described under: Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir on page 1.

Cili Bao® Joint Bone and Heart Formula contains:

(A Powerful Omega 3 EPA + DHA Concentrate)

- Green Shell Mussel Powder (Perna Canaliculus), a pure source of Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), including Chondroitin -4- and -6- sulphates.
  - GAGs make up the core of all connective tissue.
  - Glucosamine/Chondroitin sulphate and omega 3 fatty acids which are vital for the immune and nervous systems, promote and maintain a healthy:
    - skin and coat,
    - joint functions,
    - connective tissue health,
    - comfort,
    - Flexibility and hydration of synovial fluid and connective tissues including joints, ligaments, tendons, cartilage and intervertebral discs.
- Dimethyl Glycine (DMG) is a naturally occurring compound support joint structure and function. DG acts as a powerful antioxidant to help promote healthy joints and connective tissues.
- Glucosamine hydrochloride is an ingredient clinically proven to promote joint health.
- Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM) has been demonstrated to provide hip and joint support.
- Fulvic Acid is known as “Nature’s Miracle Molecule”. In nature it is formed by the natural degradation of plants. Plants recycle Fulvic Acid, taking it from the soil and using it to enhance their uptake of other nutrients. Fulvic Acid promotes anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and anti-inflammatory activity.
- Cili Bao Rosa Roxburghii Fruit crystals powder, the primary active ingredient.
Cili Bao Antioxidant Formula – Maintenance and Critical Care formulas

- The World’s most powerful detoxifier, Antioxidant, cell rejuvenator & anti-ageing Superfood
- Restore a vibrant nutritional foundation supported by 174 natural occurring nutrients. i.e. Vitamin C requires vitamin D, Bioflavonoids, Iron, copper and zinc for effective assimilation and absorption.
- The Cili Bao Antioxidant Maintenance Formula is used as maintenance routine following the first six weeks use of the specific prescribed Pure Fruit Elixir as used by three international universities in medical metabolic analysis and recovery of the liver.
- The Product is packaged in four variants: Method of Action as for the Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir remain the same for all variants, it needs to be taken into account that the active component is only 14.63 %.
  1. **Cili Bao Antioxidant Formula – Maintenance** – 500ml – 14.63% active Ingredient blended with natural mineral water with the correct alkalinity
    - Should be taken by individuals who have recorded low blood pressure
    - Ideal for toddlers, children, adults and the aged
  2. **Cili Bao Peak Performance Antioxidant Formula with Polyphenols, Glucosamine and MSM** - 500ml – 14.63% active Ingredient blended with natural mineral water with the correct alkalinity
    - Should be taken by individuals with normal blood pressure or who suffer from high blood pressure
    - Enriched with natural Bioflavonoidic rich plant extracts, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an antiradical scavenger. The Polyphenolic components are Monomeric Flavonoids (Catechin; Gallo-Catechin) 7.8g per 100g extract and Pro-anthocyanidins (Anthocyanidins – Delfinidin, Robinetidin and Fisetidin) 38.8g per 100g extract;
    - Suitable for Individuals with Candida, Gut Fungus, Arthritis, gout and degenerative disease
    - Each serving offer:
      - 1g of Glucosamine and .5g MSM for joint health
      - Enriched with Selenium and NAC Cystine and 150mg of Anti viral and anti-fungus plant extract
      - Ideal for toddlers, children, adults and the aged
  3. **Cili Bao Antioxidant Formula with Secomet Inside – Critical Care Formula** – 500ml – 14.63% active Ingredient blended with 80% Secomet
    - Should be taken by individuals who suffer from viral, fungal and micro bacteria infections
    - Ideally suited for individuals with Diabetes who wish to destroy the fungal infections and therefore lower sugar levels.
    - Plant Extracts – Polyphenols and other cellular extracts
      - These are foods that offer Direct Acting Antiviral Compounds with clinical proven protection against viruses, fungus and harmful bacteria. Plant Acids that acts similar to an entry inhibitor drug in that it binds to the external protein coat of the virus, thereby covering the viral protein binding sites which are necessary for the virus to infect cells.
      - Enriched with natural Bioflavonoidic rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an antiradical scavenger. The Polyphenolic components are Monomeric Flavonoids (Catechin; Gallo-Catechin) 7.8g per 100g extract and Pro-anthocyanidins (Anthocyanidins – Delfinidin, Robinetidin and Fisetidin) 38.8g per 100g extract;

**Method of Action - Direct Acting Antiviral Compounds.**
- In the case of the Antioxidant with Secomet Inside: Plant Acids that acts similar to an entry inhibitor drug in that it binds to the external protein coat of the virus, thereby covering the viral protein binding sites which are necessary for the virus to infect cells’
- Anti-viral, Anti-fungus and Anti Bacteria action to limit Candida growth in the bowl and blood.
- All variants: Polyphenol and polysaccharides immune modulators

**Method of Action – Peak Performance products enriched with Bioflavonoidic rich plant extract**
- Anti-radical activity & Anti-oxidant activity with advanced vitamin sparing effect
- Scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals.
- Increase Alpha-tocopherol in the liver, and increase retinol.
- Radical scavenging effect on DPPH radicals indicate ability to scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals

**Active ingredient Method of action: As per the Cili Bao Pure Fruit Elixir above – all variants**
What is the Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals?

- The Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals have been formulated as an instant and easily prepared carbohydrate and balanced protein enriched meal or Smoothie and total supplement replacement with the objective to maintain or restore a nutritional Foundation. The product is a highly naturally (not fortified) high in antioxidant, energy meal or Smoothie. Extreme care is taken to ensure that the natural nutritional values of all the ingredients are maintained. It is available in two flavours, namely Immunoforce®, Breakfast – Cranberry (Fruits of the Forest) Fruit Punch and Vanilla & Malt.

- The Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals are naturally enhanced with 28 natural plants, vegetable and fruit extracts, because stress, pollution and other modern lifestyle hazards, especially in combination with an active physical and/or mental life, can destroy more nutrients than strenuous physical labour.

- Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals are enriched to ensure that anyone will get everything needed to maintain and improve their performance. Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals replace the need for supplementation as these Meals contain a very wide range of different nutrients that makes it probably more nutritious than any other Peak Performance Meals or Smoothie on the market today.

- By taking one 50g portion (two tablespoons) of Cili Bao Peak Performance Meal daily, a person will get up to 99% of the full Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) of 14 vitamins dependent on the meal selected. It also contains 15 amino acids, including every one of the nine essential amino acids, as well as high quantities of 15 minerals and trace elements.

- The Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals can be thought of as a complete meal (meal replacement) and a food supplement in one.

How does Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals work?

- Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals bring about the most rapid replacement of energy and essential minerals, vitamins and amino acids in the body. These elements are destroyed under conditions of stress, poor nutrition, strenuous manual work and excessive heat or exercise.

How should Cili Bao® Peak Performances Meals be taken?

- Take one tablespoon to two tablespoons (25 - 50g) of Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals with cold milk or purified water as a part of your normal breakfast or lunch. Since it is a completely natural product it can be mixed with fresh fruit, yogurt or muesli. Diabetics should only consume the Dietetic/Diabetic meal or a half a portion of the Competitor Meal as it contains no fructose and comply with the glycaemia index.

Who should take the Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals?

- Anyone who is interested in:
  - Increasing the productivity of his/her functions such as the immune system
  - A complete nutritional, balanced and natural meal that can be prepared in 1 minute or less
  - Leading a fulfilling physically and/or mentally active life

Taking a fully nutrient supported supplement. We today know that single supplements may not be absorbed or provide the desired results.

- This means that people who study or those going to gym or aerobics will benefit. But even non-active people will benefit because of the abundance of nutrients in the Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals. If you are taking various supplements because of bad eating habits, rather switch to Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals and get everything your body needs in one complete meal.

- By ensuring that your diet contains the essential nutrients found in the Cili Bao Peak Performance Meals, you may help to reduce the risk of contracting infections or the risk of suffering from deficiencies caused by poor immune functioning.

Nutritional Information

- Cili Bao® Peak Performance Meals consists of naturally exfoliated sorghum corn rice (Wheat and Gluten free) or exfoliated maize or sprouted rice, 1.140g of Rosa Roxburghii Pure Fruit Pulp per serving and the highest quality Non GMO Natural sprouted Soya Powder. The corn rice that forms one of the basic ingredients of the product is superior to maize and rice and polished rice. The product is cholesterol-free, lactose-intolerance friendly and diabetic-friendly if taken with a proper diet. Naturally occurring Glyco nutrients (polysaccharides), Phytosterols and sterolins as well as glucoside have not been removed. The product is free of wheat, gluten as well as preservatives and additives.

- Method of Action as for the Cili Bao® Pure Fruit Elixir remains the same for all variants.

Vitamins: Vitamin A, B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B12, C, D, E, Folic acid, Biotin, Choline and Inositol

Minerals: Phosphorous, Iron, Magnesium, Sodium, Potassium, Calcium, Zinc, Copper, Selenium, Cobalt, Manganese, Chromium, Germanium and Strontium

Amino acids: Lysine, Threonine, Leucine, Isoleucine, Valine, Tryptophane, Phenylalanine, Tyrocinne, Methionine, Cystine, Histadine and Glycine

Superoxide Dismutase the anti-ageing enzyme,

Essential Glyco Nutrients (Polysaccharides)

Plant Sterols and Sterolins

Roxburghic and Tripetene acids

Sprouted Soya Non dairy Milk for special calcium, minerals and Essential fatty acids

The product is packaged in 6 variants: As each diet is tailor-made for the individual or group's specific workload nutritional requirement Cili Health S.A offer a formula whereby natural plant extracts are used to increase or decrease the specific required supplement.
• **The Simply Better Nutrition** – Enriched with Chlorella G-Powder, Spirulina, Selenium, MSM, Cystine, natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger:
  o The major difference between this meal and the other Cill Bao Peak Performance Meals is that the base material; Corn and Soya are extruded and not exfoliated or spray dried.
  o The extruded process can described as a relatively high heat instant cooking process whereas the exfoliation process is a steam popping process. Once extruded the cooked Soya beans are placed through a oil removal process which render the product very high in protein.
  o The Exfoliation process and Spray dry processes are considerably more cost intensive therefore the reason for adopting the extrusion process which make it possibly costly than more cost effective than the
  o The extruded and the oil removed through special pressure process whereas the non extruded type of Sorghum Corn Rice process used. The corn base materials are extruded as it offers a
    • An ideal development meal for toddlers and children with 79 building blocks to ensure effective nutrient assimilation
    • A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal as adjunct for adults who suffers form a compromised immune system.
  o The meal is used as an adjunct during ARV Therapy.
  o Available in Vanilla, Banana and Strawberry flavours.

• **The Ammunoforce Meals contains added** – Enriched with Chlorella G-Powder, Spirulina, Selenium, MSM, L Camitine, L Arginine, Cystine natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger
  o The Immunoforce Meals are Wheat and Gluten Free.
  o An ideal development meal for toddlers and children
  o A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal as adjunct for individuals with arthritis and who are immune compromised.
  o The meal contains 67 building blocks to prevent the devastating effects of allergies and gluten intolerances.
  o The meal is used as an adjunct during ARV Therapy.
  o Available in Cranberry Flavour.

• **The Breakfast Meals contains** – Enriched with Chlorella G-Powder, Spirulina, NAC Cystine, Selenium, Albumin for increased protein and amino acids, and natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger
  o The Immunoforce Meals are Wheat and Gluten Free with Exfoliated Sorghum and Sprat Dried Soya.
  o An ideal preventative meal for toddlers, children, adults and the aged.
  o A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal formulated with a complex of 64 antioxidant and nutritional building blocks.
  o A true supplement replacement meal or Smoothie
  o The meal contains the building blocks to prevent the devastating effects of allergies and gluten intolerances.
  o Available in Cranberry (Fruit of the Forest) flavour

• **The Endurance Meals** – Enriched with Chlorella G-Powder, selenium, NAC Cystine and natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger
  o The Endurance Meals are Wheat and Gluten Free with Exfoliated Sorghum and Spray Dried Soya.
  o An ideal development nutritional training pack that can be taken as a meal or Smoothie by individuals who are preparing for strenuous sport activities and require a balanced carbohydrate and protein support meal with 68 antioxidant building blocks to ensure body development and detoxification.
  o A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal formulated with a complex of 63 antioxidant and nutritional building blocks.
  o A true supplement replacement meal or Smoothie
  o The meal contains the building blocks to prevent the devastating effects of allergies and gluten intolerances.

• **The Competitor and Diabetic Meals** – enriched with Chlorella G-Powder, Spirulina, Chlorella OD 5000 CFG powder and natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger
  o The Competitor Meals are Wheat and Gluten Free with Exfoliated Sorghum and Spray Dried Soya.
  o An ideal specific formulated business person, athletic or person under treatment nutritional pack that can be taken as a meal, meal replacement or as a Smoothie to ensure that the body is supplied with those missing or incremental demanded nutrients to fight its own battles. Ingredients required that offers a balanced but reduced carbohydrate and increased protein, amino acid and antioxidant formula to take care of daily stress and result in free radical build-up during such daily activities ensuring effective body development and detoxification.
  o A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal formulated with a complex of 69 antioxidant and nutritional building blocks.
  o A true supplement replacement meal or Smoothie

• **The Body in balance Meal contains added** - All ingredients found in the Competitor Meal with added Polyphenols: Grape Seed Extract, L-Taurine, Alpha Lepoic Acid, Pomegranate extract, Sprouted Rice Protein for increased protein and amino acids, and a full compliment of vacuum dried sprouts; Fenugreek, Lupin, Sun Flower seed, Barley, buckwheat, Flax seed and Soya Seeds and natural Bioflavonoloid rich plant extract, the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an anti-radical scavenger.
  o The Competitor Meals are Wheat and Gluten Free with Exfoliated Sorghum and Spray Dried Soya.
  o An ideal preventative meal for those individuals who are preparing for strenuous sport activities and require a balanced carbohydrate and protein support meal with the antioxidant building blocks to ensure body development and detoxification.
  o A nutritional foundation building block maintenance meal formulated with a complex of 63 antioxidant and nutritional building blocks.
  o A true supplement replacement meal or Smoothie
  o The meal contains the building blocks to prevent the devastating effects of allergies and gluten intolerances.

**Group specific Workload Formula philosophy**

o In order to ensure the Establishment, Restore or Maintenance of the individuals Nutritional Foundation, Cill Health S.A employs formula whereby the nutritional foundation is established with the incorporation of natural raw materials and supplement values with proven efficacy like:
  - Natural Plant Extracts like:
  - Green tea high in Selenium and EGCG; It is important that the correct transfer factor be present to ensure assimilation and absorption of nutrients.
  - Protein supplement concentration is increased using German superior grade Albumin known for its quality amino acids.

  o **Chlorrilla** – Is the king of alkaline foods and therefore normalises the PH factor, a valuable source of iron, chlorophyll and B vitamins. Chlorella normalises the insulin levels. Chlorella normalises blood cholesterol.
  o **Strengthen the Digestive tract.**
  o **Bowel Normalization.** Chlorella helps restore the under active bowel to regularity; it cleans and deodorizes the bowel inside you are clean inside.
  o **Bowel Cleansing and Building.** The chlorophyll in chlorella helps cleanse the blood while the iron, B-12 and folic acid aid in building new red blood cells.
  o **Heavy Metals.** Toxic heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, lead and arsenic sprays are carried out of the body through the elimination channels by chlorella. Nucleic substances in chlorella activate the immune system macrophage to remove foreign material such as herbicides, pesticides, drugs and free radicals from the blood and lymph.
  o **Liver Protection.** Animal experiments show that Chlorella and Rosa Roxburghii helps protect the liver and other organs by metabolic waste.
  o **Heart.** Research shows that Chlorella Growth Factor in chlorella assists in the prevention of episodes of rapid heartbeat, inhabits irregular heartbeat and reduces heart response to stimuli that normally produce symptoms of over excitement.
  o **Hypertension.** High blood pressure is reduced, in cases, after chlorella has been taken for several months together with a healthy lifestyle, blood cholesterol and triglycerides have been known to be lowered.
  o **Growth Factor.** Nucleic material of chlorella stimulates cell division, tissue repair and healing, as shown in Japanese hospital reports and studies. Chlorella is 10% RNA and 3% DNA, the long live factor.
  o **Acid Alkaline Balance.** Chlorella neutralizes the excess acids and heavy acidic materials in the body, restoring the acid/alkaline balance.
  o **Immune.** The latest research shows that chlorella activates the immune response and increases levels of B- and T-cells and interferon.
  o **Special Note!** Therapeutic dosages should be consumed at bedtime to allow the metabolism to process the Chlorella and not interfere with the other active ingredients.
- **Spirulina** for its content of linolenic acids and chlorophyll
- **Plant Extracts** – These plant extracts offer extended anti-viral and anti bacteria support through a range of Plant Polyphenols that compliment the Polyphenols and Vitamin P and K that naturally occurs in the Cili Bao fruit products.
- **Sprouts** – Various type of vacuum dried sprouts like Fenugreek, Soya, Flax seed, Buckwheat and Lupin are used to support specific body functions and digestive tract needs:
  - Soya bean - Major protein source in meatless diets, contains amino acids, vitamins and minerals in the same relationship as the human body
  - Fenugreek - Mucilaginous antiseptic, Anti-Viral due to nicolinic acid
  - Lupin - This product is high in natural Phytoestrogens and plant enzymes, the enzymes helps with the digestion of sterols.
  - Buckwheat – Not only known as the King of Alkaline, this sprout excels itself with the high Rutin content renown for its ability to improve eye sight.
  - Flax Seed - Flax is natures richest source of essential fatty acids (omega 3 & 6) - Linoleic acid and linolenic acids
- **Bioflavonoïdic rich plant extract** - the nutrient operates as an anti-oxidant, as well as an antiradical scavenger. The Polyphenolic components are Monomeric Flavonoids (Catechin; Gallo-Catechin) 7.8g per 100g extract and Proanthocyanidins (Anthocyanidins – Delfinidin, Robinetidin and Fisetidin) 38.8g per 100g extract;
- **Method of Action** – Peak Performance products enriched with Bioflavonoïdic rich plant extract
  - Anti-radical activity
  - Anti-oxidant activity
  - Advanced vitamin sparing effect
  - Scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals.
  - Increase Alpha-tocopherol in the liver, and increase retinol.
  - The radical scavenging effect on DPPH radicals indicates the ability to scavenges and eliminate pre-existing free radicals
- **Therapeutic Goals & Mechanisms of Action - Restore program**
  - Increase Patient Quality of Life
  - Reduce Opportunistic Infections
  - Increase Productivity
  - Lengthen the “Widow Of Opportunity” before the onset of AIDS
  - Restore and Maintain a Nutritional Foundation

---

**Alpha Beta Microbes Probiotic Formula**

Alpha Beta Microbes is a liquid health supplement containing beneficial bacteria, nature’s oldest basic remedy. The reason for this product’s efficacy is that it contains three major classes of beneficial micro-organisms – yeasts, lactic acid bacteria and phototrophic bacteria – unlike other probiotic supplements, which are almost all single-strain products.

Through microbial diversity, Alpha Beta Microbes closely mirrors the natural range of microbes in our soils and food, and it is also the first probiotic on the market to contain phototrophic bacteria, known to break down toxic substances and produce beneficial by-products such as the antioxidant vitamin A.

Alpha Beta Microbes aids effective digestion and assimilation of food, regulates bowel movements, assists with heartburn and acid reflux, helps reduce excessive blood sugar, bring down the blood pressure and normalise lung function by removing unwanted bacteria and fungus. Increase energy levels, and users enjoy a general sense of well-being.
Cili Bao Chlorella Pyrenoidosa Tablets

Cili Bao Chlorella Pyrenoidosa Tablets are dietary health supplements for use in adults and children who lack a formidable nutritional foundation required to support excellent health and general wellbeing.

**Ingredients:**
- Each tablet is proprietary blend containing 250 mg ingredients of the following:
  - Active Ingredients - Green Gem Chlorella Pyrenoidosa 100%
  - Non Active materials - no non actives 0%

**Manufacture procedure**
- The fresh water algae are cultivated under controlled laboratory conditions at low temperatures. The algae is then placed in large protected ponds and allowed to proliferate. Once the desired age is achieved the algae is spray dried and packed.
- There are no fillers, flow agents or other excipients used.

**Packaging:**
- Standard retail packaging is 300 tablets per bottle. The bottles are 175 cc HDPE plastic, safety sealed with an inner seal and a tamper proof neck band.

**Dosage**
- Recommended dosage – 6 tablets three times daily with meals or at least twenty tablets to be taken before turning in for a good nights rest. This step will allow the gut to utilise the amazing effects of Chlorella. An individual should consume at least 20 Chlorella tablets per day.!! Break each tablet in half and then consume both halves to improve absorption!!

**Application:**
- Chlorella can have a strengthening effect on body cells by supporting the functioning of our metabolic pathways.
- **Bowel Normalisation.** Chlorella helps restore the under active bowel to regularity; it cleans and deodorizes the bowel. "If you are green inside you are clean inside."
- **Bowel Cleansing and Building.** The chlorophyll in chlorella helps cleanse the blood while the iron, B-12 and folic acid aid in building new red blood cells.
- **The high chlorophyll content of chlorella is effective as a natural tissue-cleansing agent.** Firstly, cleanses and soothes the irritated tissue in the bowel and builds up the haemoglobin content of the blood. Secondly, it stimulates better bowel function and increases elimination, carrying off more cholesterol and fats in the waste.
- **Liver Protection:** its DNA/RNA content directly stimulates liver tissue repair at cellular levels. In tests, Chlorella enriched diets showed a marked reduction in fatty liver conditions over an extended period of time, and showed a higher resistance to abdominal tumours and an increase in the number of immune cells in the abdominal cavity.
- **The fibrous materials in chlorella will also improve digestion and promote the growth of beneficial aerobic bacteria in the gut**
- **Heavy Metals.** Toxic heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, lead and arsenic are carried out of the body through the elimination channels by chlorella.
- Nucleic substances in chlorella activate the immune system macrophage to remove foreign material such as herbicides, pesticides, drugs and free radicals from the blood and lymph.
- **Liver Protection.** Animal experiments show that chlorella helps protect the liver from toxic materials.
- **Heart.** Research shows that Chlorella Growth Factor in chlorella assists in the prevention of episodes of rapid heartbeat, inhabits irregular heartbeat and reduces heart response to stimuli that normally produce symptoms of over excitement.
- **Hypertension.** High blood pressure is reduced, in cases, after chlorella has been taken for several months together with a healthy lifestyle, blood cholesterol and triglycerides have been known to be lowered.
- **The Chlorella Cell Growth Factor (CGF).** Nucleic material of chlorella stimulates cell division, tissue repair and healing, as shown in Japanese hospital reports and studies. Chlorella is 10% RNA and 3% DNA, the long live factor.
- **Acid/Alkaline Balance.** Chlorella neutralizes the excess acids and heavy acidic materials in the body, restoring the acid/alkaline balance.
- **Immune.** The latest research shows that chlorella activates the immune response and increases levels of B- and T-cells and interferon.
- **High Chlorophyll.** Chlorella content is 2-3% chlorophyll, higher than any other known plant source. Alfalfa. Chlorella contains 20 times more chlorophyll than alfalfa. Chlorophyll is one of the most effective natural tissue-cleansing agent known.
- **Chlorella supports and balances the pancreatic functions, normalising our blood sugar levels.**
- **Nutrients.** Protein 55-65%, carbohydrates 20-25%, fats 5-15%. Contains 19 amino acids, including all the essential amino acids needed by the body. Fats are 82% unsaturated, 18% saturated.
- **Vitamins. Includes:** Pro-vitamin A, B-1 (thiamine), B2 (riboflavin), B-3 (niacin), B-6 (pyridoxine) B-12, pantothenic acid, folic acid, biotin, PABA, Inositol and vitamin C.
- **Minerals.** Iron, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium, iodine, zinc, potassium, sulphur and trace amounts of manganese, sodium and chlorine.

Who should use Chlorella?
- Everyone needs chlorella for their health, and that is why we believe in it very much and recommend it to other. For better health you should investigate the available products specifically designed using this algae.

Cili Bao Immune Assist 247 - Cordyceps sinensis and medicinal mushrooms

These live foods offers advanced immune modulation and can be defined as the most advanced immune strengtheners available through elements like: Full Spectrum Cordyceps sinensis; (EGCG), which is a Polyphenols antioxidant/antiviral agent derived from the leaves of the green tea plant, *Camilla sinensis*; Beta Glucan; Nucleosides; Polyphenols, a range of 200 Heteropolysaccharide Immune modifiers and Sugar Metabolism Management nutraceutical.

**Method of action: Nucleus and Plasma Related Pathology**
- o Build Immune Recognition and Resistance - Heteropolysaccharide Immune Modulators – Increases Immune Recognition and Response
- o Viral Reproduction Inhibition - Cordyceps Inhibits Viral Replication by Terminating the RNA / DNA Synthesis
- o Viral Binding Inhibition - Altered Nucleosides
Cili Bao Levolar Forte™ - Cordyceps sinensis hybrid and medicinal mushrooms

- **Levolar Forte™** is a capsulated dietary health supplement for use in adults and children over the age of years, with sugar metabolism irregularities. A proprietary blend containing 508 mg active ingredient of the following Full Spectrum Cordyceps sinensis hybrid, Grifola frondosa extract, Chromium (polynicotinate), Salacia oblonga extract, Biotin, Madagascar cinnamon. **Application** Diabetic Type 1: (Insulin dependant) - Recommended dosage - 2 capsules three times daily with meals.

- NB! It is important that the person monitor their sugar levels and adjust the prescribed medication frequency.

- Stress diabetics could upgrade to the Type procedure dependent on their monitored blood sugar levels.

- Diabetic Type 2: (Diet or Diabetic tablet dependent)

- Recommended dosage – 2 capsules twice daily – breakfast and supper.

  - NB! It is important that the person monitor their sugar levels and adjust the prescribed medication frequency.

- Non Diabetic person with Sugar Metabolism irregularities: Follow the Diabetic type 2 procedure.

- **Mechanisms of action are as follows:**
  - Advanced Beta Glucan Therapy.
  - Cordyceps: Increases insulin sensitivity and increases hepatic glucokinase production.
  - Grifola: alpha-glucosidase inhibitor A.
  - Salacia: alpha-glucosidase inhibitor B.
  - Cinnamon: Inhibits an enzyme that releases fat, inhibiting conversion of glycerol into glucose. Increases insulin sensitivity.
  - Biotin: Intestinal Absorption, Uptake by liver, DNA transcription and regulation, Transport into human milk, Placental Transport into the Central Nervous System and Renal handling.
  - Chromium: With 5 or 6 independent mechanism, this is a very good antihyperglycemic for mass marketing, since a larger percentage of patients will respond to it as compared to a antihyperglycemic with fewer mechanisms.

  - inhibits dietary release of sugar in the gut (alpha-glucosidase inhibitor A & B).

  - Increases the effectiveness with which any insulin present is used:

    - Reduces release of stored glucose from fat (cinnamon) and the Biotin and Chromium each add to the effectiveness in less well-understood ways, but none the less in significant ways.

  - Similarly the person will find that they can reduce the Levolar tablets as a second phase to 1 capsule twice daily and even further reduce the dosage to 1 capsule in the morning. Constant monitoring of the diet and blood sugar levels are imperative.

Cili Bao® Cellule Régénéré – Skin rejuvenation cream

Cili Bao® Cellule Régénéré is a specially formulated skin cream using effective active ingredients that renew damaged skin and protect healthy skin against harm from the elements and opportunistic disease. The cream works on the surface as well as below to help restore skin to its healthiest state. Over time the skin looks more transparent, softer, healthier and feels naturally moisturised.

**Ingredients:**
The content of each 5g or 50ml tub is a proprietary blend containing ingredients of the following:

- **Active Ingredients:**
  - Proprietary EGS Factor derived from the Rosa Roxburghii Tratt Related plant extract: 1%
  - Proprietary blended extracts from: 49%
    - Whey protein
    - Coral Calcium
    - Calendula oil
    - Zinc
    - Vitamin C (Rosa Roxburghii Tratt)
  - Olive oil
  - Flax seed oil
  - Grape Seed oil
  - Ginger oil
  - Rosemary green tea
  - Aloe Vera
  - Vitamin E

- **Non Active Ingredients:**
  - Zero 0%

**Manufacture procedure**

- The Rosa Roxburghii Tratt related Plant Extracts are blended into a proprietary formula of the named ingredients at low heat - 45 degrees C. Care is taken not to denaturalise the proteins and or nutraceuticals found in this product. The two major groups of components are blended and packaged in pharmaceutical grade screw top tubs of either 15 g or 50 ml.

- There are no fillers, flow agents or other excipients used.

**Packaging:**
Standard retail packaging is 15 g or 50ml tubs. The bottles are HDPE plastic, safety sealed with an inner seal and a tamper proof neck band.

**Dosage**
Recommended application – Twice daily.
Application: Restore, establish or maintain a vibrant skin supported by 174 natural occurring nutrients delivered by the Rosa Roxburghii Tratt related plant extracts that activate the endogenous production of Glutathione.

Preventative: Reduce DNA oxidative damage; Detoxification of the cell structure.

Skin Renewal & Moisturizing Cream Ingredient Benefits
- The following list of components form part of a nutritional group which works synergistically to restore harm done to your skin as well as add beauty to it in a natural way.

**Rosa Roxburghii Tratt – The King of Vitamin C:**
- The Rosa Roxburghii Tratt vitamin c is supported by Vitamin D, Bio-Flavonoids, Zinc, Copper and Iron.
- Is an anti-oxidant which gives your facial skin a youthful appearance by diminishing dark spots and hyper pigmentation.
- Also known as Ascorbic acid, Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin which promotes wound healing, healthy teeth and gums, helps the body absorb iron and helps the body's immune system.
- Vitamin C is fat-soluble in another form (called palmilate) - which lends the cream with added benefits to strengthen bio-functions in fatty cells.
- It is now medically recognized that sagging skin and other signs of degenerative skin conditions, such as wrinkles and age spots, are caused primarily by oxy-radical damage. Vitamin C is the one vitamin that can accelerate wound healing, protect fatty tissues from oxidation damage, and play an integral role in collagen synthesis.
- Vitamin C is an antiviral agent and helps fight against cancer.
- Rosa Roxburghii Tratt Related Plant Extract (RR) research clearly demonstrated the endogenous production of Glutathione, increasing GSH and stabilising GSSG. Research stress the ability of these unique plant extracts to detoxify the cellular system both internally and externally. RR clearly protects the cell against DNA oxidative stress that directly results in cancer. RR is a tried and tested non toxic nutrient. RR offers a full spectrum of antioxidants, minerals, proteins, amino acids and plant acids to establish a vibrant nutritional foundation.

**Whey proteins:**
- Are a natural disinfectant and antiseptic.
- They contain natural enzymes to keep the body clean and healthy by consuming foreign bodies, such as unwanted bacteria, fungi and viruses and at the same time nourishing the good bacteria that are essential to our immune system.
- Their therapeutic effects on the skin have been documented since the days of Cleopatra.
- Stimulate blood circulation in the skin and is therefore blood revitalizing.
- Help fight cancer, eczema and psoriasis.
- Raise the essential Glutathione levels within the cells of the body. Glutathione is known as the master anti-oxidant. It is further a notable immune support as well as a detoxifier. Glutathione furthermore neutralizes the free radicals and the over-oxidation of fatty substances. It protects the cell membranes and their function and counteracts disease and sicknesses. It removes heavy metals from the body and promotes the immune response. It makes malignant growths shrink and stimulates the heart. It also has a powerful anti-inflammatory effect. Has been applied effectively against cataracts, diabetes, hypoglycaemia, arthritis, X-ray burns, and the negative effects caused by chemotherapy and poisonous pleasures such as nicotine and alcohol. Glutathione stimulates the white blood cells (macrophages and killer cells) to kill bacteria.
- Whey proteins contribute greatly to a smooth and healthy skin

**Olive oil:**
- Stimulates the growth of new and healthy skin cells.
- Speeds up the healing process.
- Cleanses and sanitizes the skin.
- Reduces swelling and inflammation.
- Reducing pain and calming nerves.
- Improving cellular function.
- Preventing and reversing degenerative skin conditions.
- Excellent to treat burns.

**Flax seed oil:**
- Flax seeds are a great source of fibre. Lignans, protein, fat, vitamins, and minerals. Let's examine each of these nutrients:
  - Fibre: Flax seeds are an excellent source of fibre. They contain both soluble and insoluble fibre.
  - Dietary fibre is important because it keeps the digestive system functioning properly. It enhances our body's ability to use other dietary nutrients.
  - Lignans: Lignans are natural plant chemicals. Flax seeds are the richest source of Lignans.
  - Lignans boost the productions of a substance attached to estrogens and carries it out of the body. Researchers also believe Lignans to have antioxidant properties.
  - Vitamins and Minerals: The vitamins and minerals found in flax seeds are zinc, iron, vitamin E, carotene, B-group vitamins, magnesium, calcium, sulphur, potassium, phosphorous, magnesium, silicon, copper, nickel, molybdenum, chromium, and cobalt.
  - Protein: For every 100 grams of flax seeds, you get about 25-30 grams of protein, which is great considering the other nutrients you get along with this.
  - Fat: Flax seed is one of the best sources for the essential fatty acid - alpha linolenic acid. This omega-3 fatty acid - are sometimes defined as "anti-fats". This is due to their ability to speed up the metabolic process and aid in fat loss.
- So What Does All of This Mean?
  - Reduced Body fat.
  - Shortened recovery time for stress.
  - Good source of energy.
  - Reduced muscle soreness.
  - Increased utilization of oxygen.
  - Increased utilization of other nutrients.
  - Overall better health.

**Shea Butter:**
- Shea Butter protects, heals and improves skin better than any other single oil presently known.
- Highest in unsaponifiables: anywhere between 7-12% unsaponifiables found in good quality Shea Butter is far higher than avocado (2-4%) and soybean oils being researched by rheumatologists for their ability to reduce inflammation. The high percentage of unsaponifiables found in Shea Butter contribute to its ability to heal eczema, psoriasis, rashes, severe dry skin, burns, wounds, parasitic infections, and more.
- Shea Butter is very high in vitamin A and E. In combination with vitamin E Shea Butter is highly effective in cell regeneration and anti-aging. Shea Butter greatly improves the look and feel of skin. After a few days of use skin looks noticeably younger and healthier.
- Known as the "anti-stiffness factor", the stigma sterol in Shea Butter gives Shea Butter its ability to relax tired muscles and reduce muscle soreness. Shea Butter is very high in vitamin A and E. In combination with vitamin E Shea Butter is highly effective in cell regeneration and anti-aging. Shea Butter greatly improves the look and feel of skin. After a few days of use skin looks noticeably younger and healthier.
- Known as the "anti-stiffness factor", the stigma sterol in Shea Butter gives Shea Butter its ability to relax tired muscles and reduce muscle soreness.
- Good UV sun protection: Shea Butter has helped women in Africa for centuries to have beautiful skin fighting off sun and harsh climate.

**Rosemary oil:**
- Rosemary is famous as a rejuvenating tonic and is said to slow the aging process.
- Rosemary is a powerful antioxidant, preventing damage by free radicals.
- Rosemary helps absorption of nutrients.
- Increases blood flow.
- It's bitters aid the digestion of fats.

**Calendula:**
- The Calendula plant is well known for its many therapeutically qualities:
  - Calendula is native to Europe and has large, yellow or orange flowers with many petals. Heals wounds.
  - Exceptional skin conditioner.
  - Repairs damaged skin.
• Diminishes bruising.
• Helps bedsores cure.
• Relieves sore nipples for nursing mothers.
• Helps damaged blood vessels to seal.
• Stops bleeding and prevents bruising.
• Effective on varicose veins and hemorrhoids.
• Used in an ointment form for many first aid treatments.
• Sedative properties are used frequently in cosmetics for baby skin as well as sensitive skin.
• Anti-inflammatory Properties
• Antispasmodic.
• Antiseptic.
• High in carotenoids which assist in an efficient repair of skin damage and the effects of aging on the skin
• Increases blood circulation.
• Athlete's foot or other forms of fungus respond favourably to calendula.
• Calendula is native to Europe and has large, yellow or orange flowers with many petals.

Zinc:
• Zinc is known to be the mineral with the greatest healing qualities.
• In its specific form in the cream – it acts as a UVA and UVB filter.

Vitamin E (Tocopherol):
• Is a fat-soluble vitamin and a major anti-oxidant (slows cellular aging due to oxidation); this antioxidant capability is then also important in helping to prevent degenerative diseases. It also has many other functions:
• Helps supply oxygen to the blood.
• Helps cellular nourishment.
• Strengthens the blood vessels walls to keep red blood cells away from destructive substances
• Prevents & dissolves blood clots.
• Is able to protect the skin membranes against damage and ensures immediate replacement of damaged membrane molecules. Vitamin E is used most commonly both internally and externally to assist in the repair of skin lesions, ulcers, burns, abrasions, and dry skin and to heal and/or diminish the scars caused from injury or surgery.
• Has been used to help prevent sterility, muscular dystrophy, heart problems, Alzheimer's disease, and skin damage. Possible deficiency symptoms may include: dry skin, rupture of red blood cells, loss of reproductive powers & lack of sexual vitality, abnormal fat deposits in muscles, degenerative changes in the heart and other muscles, and some types of cancer.

Coral Calcium:
• Coral calcium is a foundational supplement that contains every mineral found in the human body.
• Restoring the proper mineral balance in your body is considered to have numerous beneficial effects on overall health and well-being. As we age it's important to maintain proper mineral balance in order to help fight off disease and sustain health and well-being.
• Coral calcium provides your body with the minerals necessary to form the basic foundation of optimum health. Supplementing with coral calcium supplies the body with any deficient minerals, elevates the overall mineral level of the body, and restores the proper mineral balance which is the key to strong enzymatic activities.
• In raising the level of healthy minerals in the body, coral calcium also elevates the pH of tissues and body fluids ultimately restoring them back to optimum levels. As you may know, most diseases thrive on the low pH levels typically found in mineral deficient body fluids and tissues.

Grape Seed oil:
• In all products grape seed oil is a preferred cosmetic ingredient for damaged and stressed tissues, possessing regenerative and restructuring qualities which allow a better control of skin moisturizing.
• It can help skin retain the normal structure of epithelium cells and nerve cells via supporting the cell membranes.
• It is noted to be especially effective for repair of the skin around the eyes.
• Used as an all-over skin moisturizer, grape seed oil is known to reduce the look of stretch marks.
• Expectant mothers who use this all throughout their pregnancy report little to no skin damage/stretch marks.
• A light, thin oil, grape seed oil leaves a glossy film over the skin when used as a carrier oil for essential oils in aroma therapy.

Ginger oil:
• Anti-inflammatory
• Fungicidal
• antibacterial

Green Tea:
Based on research done by Dr. Stephen Hsu, assistant professor of oral biology and maxillofacial pathology in the MCG School of Dentistry and Graduate Studies, it was found that Green Tea has the following benefits to skin:
• Compounds in green tea called Polyphenols help eliminate free radicals, which can cause cancer by altering DNA. Polyphenols furthermore safeguard healthy cells while ushering cancer cells to their death.
• EGCG, which is Green tea’s most abundant Polyphenol, reactivates dying skin cells. It helps the cells to make DNA and produce more energy. By energizing dying skin cells, skin conditions are improved.”  

Journal of Nutritional Biochemistry

Researchers from the University of Milan, Italy continue to reveal green tea’s role in preventing the growth of human cancer. “In effect, the green tea extract may keep the cancer cells confined and localized, where they are easier to treat and the prognosis is better,” author JianYu Rao said of the study that adds a new dimension in understanding how green tea extract works. “Green tea extract interrupts the invasive process of the cancer.”

Aloe Vera:
Today many ancient tales of the healing powers of Aloe Vera are factual, rather than fanciful, as modern medicine reveals the secrets contained within the leaves. The outside of the leaf is smooth and rubbery to touch and inside is the Aloe Vera “Gel” that is so highly regarded. The gel appears to contain a “wound hormone” as well as sensitive skin.

The properties of Aloe Vera Gel applied externally or taken internally, have been described in numerous scientific journals and reveals that the Aloe Vera contains more than 70 Essential Ingredients including; most vitamins, minerals, enzymes, protein, amino Acids and a recent study also discovered Vitamin B 12. Used externally, many people attest to the effectiveness of Aloe Vera in helping to treat –
• Burns,
• Sunburn,
• Scalds,
• Psoriasis,
• Eczema,
• Acne,
• Stings,
• Scrapes,
• Abrasions,
• Scalp Care,
• Cold Sores,
• Bruises,
• Sprains, and Arthritis – the list is endless.
Restore Immune Function and Establish a Vibrant Nutritional Foundation program

Cili Bao® Immune SuperCharge (IMS)

In the human body Chlorine Dioxide Ion is the most powerful killer of disease that has ever been known

The Cili Bao® Restore or Maintain Immune System Function and a Vibrant Nutritional Foundation program address the root cause of ill health:

1. Myeloperoxidase Deficiency: Deficiency of the enzyme myeloperoxidase is critical to oxygen-dependent killing of bacteria, by leukocytes (white blood cells). The immune system uses chlorine dioxide to create the enzyme myeloperoxidase, to generate hypochlorous acid. The body uses hypochlorous acid extensively to kill parasites, anaerobic bacteria, fungi, viruses, harmful molds, yeast and other pathogens, tumor cells, natural killer cells, and to destroy some waste products under normal conditions.

2. An unbalanced Nutritional Foundation: Taking into consideration that the body uses synthesis and symbiosis of various antioxidant, minerals, amino acid, trace elements to generate enzymes required by the various organs’ cells to maintain the balance in the cells it is imperative that natural nutrition, that contains the necessary nutrients in the correct relationships, are given to the individual. These relationships are formulated by nature and cannot be substituted with chemical products that will even further breakdown the already depleted nutritional state of the body.

These two factors; being the major cause that suppresses the body’s ability to produce this powerful oxidizer; can now be restored with the Cili Bao® Immune Supercharge (IMS) supported by the restoration of a vibrant Nutritional Foundation by introducing the Cili Bao® Maintain or Restore Immune System Function and a Vibrant Nutritional Foundation program, when used correctly, will enable the Immune system to use this powerful killer of diseases to only attack those parasites, anaerobic bacteria, fungi, viruses, harmful molds, yeast and other pathogens, tumor cells and natural killer cells, that are harmful to the body, and does not affect the friendly bacteria in the body nor any of the healthy cells.

The Cili Bao® Immune Supercharge combined with the Cili Bao® Nutritional Foundation support program functions as a supercharger to the immune system. It is not meant for treatment of any particular disease, but rather it is meant to restore and maintain the immune system supported by a vibrant nutritional foundation to the point of overcoming many diseases, frequently in less than 24 hours.

The Cili Bao® Restore and maintain Immune System Function and a Vibrant Nutritional Foundation program benefits:

1. Effective immune support program for individual who is undergoing treatment for life threatening diseases ie: Liver and urinary tract, Cancer, Leukemia, AIDS, Tuberculosis, Lung Disorders, Arthritis, Diabetes, Lupus, Skin disorders, Intestinal diseases; Candida, Crones. Arterial Disease; Arterial Sclerosis, Aneurisms, cholesterol, and high/low blood pressure and more.

2. Daily detoxification and restore of the liver, intestinal system and cellular system.

3. Metabolism maintenance program to maintain vibrant health.


5. Benefits: These products have been proven to offer:
   a. Supplements that Supercharge the immune system and rid the body of acid and restore balance;
   b. The most advanced Antioxidant, Mineral, Amino acid, Trace Elements and Polyphenols complex available to day;
   c. The most powerful detoxifier and anti-aging Superfood that effectively restore metabolic, intestinal, organ and cellular function;
   d. A nutritional foundation that:
      i. Stop cell mutation
      ii. Is non carcinogenic
      iii. Increase cell viability by 285% under toxic conditions
      iv. Stop DNA oxidative stress
      v. Stop Cell apoptosis.

6. Neither the Cili Bao® Immune SuperCharge nor the Cili Bao® Nutritional Foundation programs, cure any disease. It really is the body that cures the disease and that heals any damage to the body. IMS supplies the immune system with a germ-killer that it can use whereas the Nutritional program supplies the nutrients that the body need to maintain it self. The fact that neither IMS nor the Nutritional support program attack healthy cells is evidence that the immune system is in control.

Dosage recommendations: (The IMS based Lifestyle programs is provided with the Lemon and 500ml Pure Water

   • Add 5 ml lime, lemon or vinegar to the 15 drops IMS. (Never use any metal during the preparation stage).
   • Swirl the glass to mix the juice and drops and wait 3½ minutes. Place a cover over the glass to prevent generated Chlorine Dioxide Ion to escape.
   • Add an additional 7.5 ml lemon ml plus 100ml pure water or lime, juice and drink immediately.
   • Alternatively use 100ml freshly squeezed apple juice, grape juice, cranberry juice, or pineapple juice and then drink immediately.
   • Remember never consume orange juice or any juice that contains ascorbic acid or Vitamin C added as this will cause the IMS product not to work.

2. Fail safe starting dosages: Start off with 2 drops with ¼ teaspoon of lemon, vinegar or lime juice. Wait 3½ minutes and add juice or pure water. Situations vary: the healthier a person is the more drops he or she can start with. When a person is very sick, start with two drops or even one drop and go to the second 2 drops dosage immediately if the first drops didn’t cause nausea. Wait a couple of hours and increase by two drop. Back off for a while if signs of being sick occurs.

3. Very ill people. A very sick person should receive the standard dose every four hours during the day and in some cases every hour, but very small doses. Almost always the sick person will begin to feel better within 24 hours.

4. Repeated dosages: Normally one would give a second 15 drop dose in one hour. However, 15 drops is too much to start with, thus one would start with less: 6 drops IMS and 2.5 ml lemon juice, swirl, wait for three and a 3½ minutes and add 7.5 ml lemon juice and 100 ml purifried water to the IMS solution and drink immediately.

Side Effects: Nauseous reaction sometimes occurs, occasionally even vomiting. When this does occur, one has simply taken too large a dose at first. When you kill a lot of bacteria, viruses or parasites, which have poison in them, the poison is likely to be dumped into the system. Just don’t give up. Reduce the number of drops per dose to a point where the person is not experiencing nausea. Then start increasing the drops at each dose as long as the person does not become nauseous. Keep it at until you have reached 15 drop doses that do not make the person nauseous. Then do two 15 drop doses within two hours. Then do that a second time during the day. Then do that each day until the person is well. Normally a person will be well by the time he has increased dosage to 15 drops, but if not keep at it.

Exception to the rule: One would only start off with a large dose such as 15 drops in the case of parasites. If one had taken a poison or has food poisoning, a good dose of IMS will often help.

Children: It is perfectly safe to have children and babies to take the IMS and Nutrition Foundation Restore programs. Of course, children must have fewer drops than adults.

The formula for children is three drops for babies, 2.5 ml drops for boys, 3 drops for each for 11.4 KG of body weight for children.

What time during the day is best to take IMS? It is best to take IMS just before going to bed. IMS works very fast, and the body likes to start healing very fast. People often become sleepy after taking a dose of IMS. That simply means that the body wants to begin healing. It is well known that most healing is done during sleep. You will feel much better when you awaken.